WELCOME MESSAGE FROM FRANCIS ZACHARIAE
IALA SECRETARY-GENERAL

Distinguished IALA Members and Participants

I, together with my colleagues in the IALA Secretariat have the pleasure of welcoming you to the IALA Headquarters in Saint Germain en Laye and to the IALA meetings and other events. If this is your first visit, we hope that you will find the general information provided in this booklet useful both for your stay in Saint Germain en Laye and your attendance to the IALA meetings and other events.

I wish to express my thanks in advance for your active and valuable involvement.

The Staff of the IALA Secretariat joins me in wishing you a very pleasant stay in Saint Germain en Laye and a fruitful meeting.
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Transport Services

General Information of Transport

The St Germain en Laye RER station is the western terminus of RER Line A (“RER A”). Please note that RER Line A divides at one point outside Central Paris so you need to make sure that the train you board is going to St Germain en Laye, which is the train serving the “RER A 1” Line. Illuminated destination boards on the train platforms clearly indicate which stops the arriving train will make.

RER tickets: a single RER ticket costs Euro 4.45. It is cheaper when purchased in lots of 10 (a booklet of tickets or “carnet de billets” costs Euro 36.50). RER tickets are also valid on the Paris Metro (and vice versa). For more information see: https://www.ratp.fr/

Upon arrival at St Germain en Laye RER station, you can take several local buses to reach IALA HQ. The ride takes about 15-20 minutes, depending on traffic. The local bus station (the name of the bus company is Résalys) is located around the corner from the RER station, next to the easily recognisable Town Hall (“Hôtel de Ville”). When you reach street level exiting the RER station, you need to stay on the same side of the street – on the opposite side you will see the Castle of St Germain en Laye (“Château de St. Germain en Laye”) and the entrance to its park. When you exit the RER station, turn back onto yourself (i.e. make a U-turn) and walk about 40 metres, past de Town Hall (“Hôtel de Ville”), and you will see the bus station right there. A map can be found at http://www.saintgermainenlaye.fr/en/cadre-de-vie/venir-circuler-et-stationner-a-saint-germain/ber-bus-voiture-taxis-liaisons-avec-les-aeroports/

Bus tickets: a bus ticket costs Euro 2.00 and can be bought from the driver but must be paid for in cash. Please note that Paris Metro tickets are also valid (tickets to travel on the Metro), a booklet of 10 tickets (“carnet de billet”) costs Euro 13.70 and can be purchased at any Paris Metro or RER station.
Taxis are available right outside the St Germain en Laye RER station. A ride to IALA HQ may cost Euro 20.00 to Euro 30.00, depending on traffic (which tends to be heavy in the town centre). The RER station is about 2 kms by car to IALA HQ.

Last, for those who like to stay fit and see something of the charming town of St Germain en Laye, it is possible to walk to IALA HQ. This will take half an hour (brisk walk) to 40 minutes, but you should not attempt this with heavy luggage (small suitcase on wheels is fine). For walking directions see map in Annex D.

**RER TRAINS FROM PARIS AIRPORT**

Paris is served by two airports: Aéroport Roissy-Charles de Gaulle and Aéroport Orly. The RER train journey to St Germain en Laye takes approximately one and a half to two hours. For more information look under : About IALA / Location on the IALA website www.iala-aism.org Detailed directions are also provided in Annex A.

**RER TRAINS FROM CENTRAL PARIS RAILWAY STATIONS**

The most commonly used Central Paris railway stations (“gare” in French) from which you may depart to reach St Germain en Laye. They are: Gare du Nord, Gare de Lyon and Charles de Gaulle-Etoile Metro station. Detailed directions are provided in Annex B.

**LOCAL BUSES AND TAXIS IN ST GERMAIN EN LAYE**

**BUSES DURING THE DAY:**

There are two buses that will take you to IALA HQ. They depart from the local bus station (around the corner from the St Germain en Laye RER station).

- **Bus R2-Sud** ("Sud" stands for southern circuit) stops at “Gaudines” (Rue des Gaudines)
- **Bus R1** stops at “Gare du Bel-Air”

They run from 05:57 to 21:00 only. Their routes are shown on the map provided in Annex C.
NIGHT BUS SERVICE / NAVETTE MUNICIPALE DE NUIT:
A free of charge municipal night bus runs from 21:30 to 01:30, Monday to Friday only. You can catch it opposite the castle ("Château de St. Germain en Laye"). It stops at the “Gare du Bel Air” but you need to tell the driver your stop when you board the bus.


TAXIS:
There is a taxi rank right outside the St Germain en Laye RER station served by Taxis de St Germain en Laye.
Tel: +33 (0)1 48 78 05 05

ATS Transport : Tel : +33 (0) 6 15 21 51 07 / e-mail: noel.estublier@gmail.com
IALA has collaboration with Noël Estublier with IALA Corporate rates. Mr Estublier is trilingual : English, Spanish and French. Reservation well ahead of time via e-mail.

SECURITY AT IALA - SAFETY BRIEFING

IALA takes security of all its visitors very seriously and would appreciate your full cooperation.
EMERGENCY EXITS and MUSTER POINT

There are two Emergency Exits at IALA HQ, as shown in the diagram. The Muster Point is at the Ground level and located between the Strategy Centre’s buildings D and E and the site Cafeteria.

Please note that IALA maintains a strictly No Smoking policy for all its offices and meeting rooms.
Meeting Rooms:

The Meeting Rooms “Salle de réunion ATLANTIQUE” and “Salle de réunion PACIFIQUE” can be opened up into one larger room, with a maximum capacity of 100, in order to accommodate the Plenary Sessions of the Committees:

- Monday afternoon (for the opening Plenary Session marking the start of the meeting)
- Thursday afternoon (depending on whether the Committee participants would adjourn)
- Friday morning (for the closing Plenary Session)

When functioning as separate rooms, they are used by Working Groups during Committee meetings.

Meeting Rooms:

The following meeting rooms are available for Working Groups throughout Committee meeting weeks.

- Meeting Room : Salle de réunion Méditerranée : 12 U shape
- Meeting Room : Salle de réunion Arctique : 22 U shape / 35 class room
- Meeting Room : Salle de réunion Caraïbes : 18 U shape
- Meeting Room : Salle de réunion Baltique : 10 U shape
IT SERVICES

- VIDEO CONFERENCE SYSTEM
  A Video Conference system is available to provide a link to Plenary Sessions for the benefit of any “overflow” audience seated in Salle de reunion ARCTIQUE (i.e. when the combined Meeting Rooms ATLANTIQUE & PACIFIQUE have reached the maximum permitted 100-person capacity).

- INTERNET CAFÉ
  Two computers and a colour printer with USB port are available in the Lounge area for personal use to access mails through Outlook - internet, print documents/boarding passes, scan documents/images, etcetera.

  There is no Login and no Password

- CLICK SHARE - wireless presentation system
  Click Share is an intuitive, dynamic and easy to use technology for wirelessly connecting laptops to the presentation projectors. All the IALA Meeting Rooms are equipped with Visualization video screens for the Click Share Wireless Presentation system. The Click Share dongles are available from the front desk (Reception).

  - Plug a Clickshare dongle into a USB port. The circular light on the dongle will begin to flash;
  - Open Windows Explorer and wait until the Clickshare drive appears;
  - Click on the Clickshare drive to open and double click on the “Clickshare for Windows.exe” file. Wait while the Clickshare driver is opened and loaded;
  - When the circular Clickshare dongle light becomes a fixed white light, press the button on the Clickshare dongle. The circular light on the dongle will change to fixed red;
  - The laptop image should now be displayed on the projector/screen;
  - As soon as you are finished using the screen, press the Clickshare button to disconnect. The Clickshare circular dongle light will turn fixed white.

  IMPORTANT! Disconnect the Click Share dongle correctly to avoid crashing the Click Share receiver

  PLEASE REMEMBER! RED LIGHT means ON and WHITE LIGHT means OFF
IALA does not organize lunches for delegates.

A site cafeteria (Ground Level) and the local area offers a choice of food shops and restaurants (see map).

The Lounge area is open for everyone wishing to eat their lunch there.

The use of the water fountains, coffee machines, and hot water flasks for tea is free of charge.
Annex A

DIRECTIONS FOR RER TRAINS FROM PARIS AIRPORTS OF ROISSY-CHARLES DE GAULLE and ORLY to ST GERMAIN EN LAYE

FROM THE ROISSY-CHARLES DU GAULLE AIRPORT: JOURNEY TIME 1H30

Buy a ticket to St Germain en Laye

Follow the signs for RER Line B ("RER B"), taking the direction “St Remy les Chevreuse”. Get off at “Châtelet Les Halles”. Now follow the signs for RER Line A ("RER A"), taking the direction “St Germain en Laye”.

IMPORTANT! Make sure, once you arrive on the platform for the RER A trains, to board the train going to St Germain en Laye, which is the “RER A 1” Line. Illuminated destination boards clearly indicate which stops the arriving train will make.

FROM THE AIRPORT ORLY – SUD or OUEST TERMINALS: JOURNEY TIME 1h30 - 2H

There is a shuttle bus from both terminals to the RER station of “Orlyval”. Buy a ticket to St Germain en Laye at Orlyval station.

Follow the signs for RER Line B ("RER B"), taking the direction “Aéroport Roissy-Charles de Gaulle – Mitry Claye”. Get off at “Châtelet les Halles”. Now follow the signs for RER Line A ("RER A"), taking the direction “St Germain en Laye”.

IMPORTANT! Make sure, once you arrive on the platform for the RER A trains, to board the train going to St Germain en Laye, which is the “RER A 1” Line. Illuminated destination boards clearly indicate which stops the arriving train will make.

Annex B

DIRECTIONS FOR RER TRAINS FROM CENTRAL PARIS RAILWAY STATIONS And METRO STATION (CHARLES DE GAULLE-ETOILE) to ST GERMAIN EN LAYE

FROM GARE DU NORD: JOURNEY TIME 35 – 40 minutes

Buy a ticket to St Germain en Laye. Follow the signs for RER Line B ("RER B"), taking the direction “St Remy les Chevreuse”. Get off at “Châtelet Les Halles” (one stop). Now follow the signs for RER Line A ("RER A"), taking the direction “St Germain en Laye”.

IMPORTANT! Make sure, once you arrive on the platform for the RER A trains, to board the train going to St Germain en Laye, which is the “RER A 1” Line. Illuminated destination boards clearly indicate which stops the arriving train will make.

FROM GARE DE LYON: JOURNEY TIME 30 minutes

Buy a ticket to St Germain en Laye. Follow the signs for RER Line A ("RER A"), taking the direction “St Germain en Laye”.

IMPORTANT! Make sure, once you arrive on the platform for the RER A trains, to board the train going to St Germain en Laye, which is the “RER A 1” Line. Illuminated destination boards clearly indicate which stops the arriving train will make.

FROM CHARLES DE GAULLE – ETOILE: JOURNEY TIME 25 minutes

Charles de Gaulle – Etoile is a Paris Metro station: line 1, 2 and 6. Buy a ticket to St Germain en Laye. Follow the signs for RER Line A ("RER A"), taking the direction “St Germain en Laye”. 
IMPORTANT! Make sure, once you arrive on the platform for the RER A trains, to board the train going to St Germain en Laye, which is the “RER A1” Line. Illuminated destination boards clearly indicate which stops the arriving train will make.

Annex C

LOCAL BUS ROUTES IN SAINT GERMAIN EN LAYE TO IALA HQ

The local bus station (the name of the bus company is Résalys) is located around the corner from the St Germain en Laye RER station, next to the Town Hall (“Hôtel de Ville”).

RED – Bus “R1”. Stop for IALA HQ: “Gare du Bel Air”.

BLUE – Bus “R2 SUD”. Stop for IALA HQ: “Gaudines” (Rue des Gaudines).
Annex D

WALKING TO IALA HQ FROM SAINT GERMAIN EN LAYE CENTRE

Distance from St Germain en Laye RER station: 2 kms

Distance from Hotel “Pavillon Henri IV”: 2.30 kms

Distance from “Hotel Mercure Paris Ouest” (former Ermitage des Loges): 2.60 kms